Alan Wilson

April 1,2019

Attorney General

Solicitor Jimmy A. Richardson, II
Fifteenth Circuit Solicitor's Office
PC Box 1276

Conway,SC 29528
Dear Solicitor Richardson:

We received your request seeking an opinion on what South Carolina criminal offenses
committed by a holder of a commercial drivers license are ineligible for pretrial intervention

pursuant to the prohibition on masking convictions for "State and local traffic control laws"
found in 49 CFR 384.226 and adopted by reference into the law of our State. This opinion sets
out our Office's understanding of your question and our response.
Issue:

Your letter requests a legal opinion concerning one intersection of federal motor carrier
safety regulations and South Carolina's pretrial intervention programs:
Through the SC Prosecution Commission, I am on a Task Force to assist
with statewide issues regarding Pretrial Intervention and [49 CFR 384.226] has
created quite a bit ofconfusion.

Does 49 CFR 384.226 prohibit only driving offenses from going into a

diversionary program? What if the potential applicant was a passenger in the
vehicle?

The essential legal question presented in your letter is what South Carolina laws are described by
the term "State or local traffic control law" as used in 49 CFR 384.226. See also S.C. Code Ann.
§ 56-1-2005(2018)(adopting 49 CFR 384.226 by reference).
Law/Analysis:

The term "traffic control law," as used in 49 CFR 384.226 and adopted by reference into

our State's Code of Laws, appears to describe criminal offenses which are categorically
referenced as "traffic offenses" in Section 56-7-10; or local laws which "regulate[] the use of
motor vehicles on the public roads of this State" as categorically described in Section 56-7-

80(B). We cannot undertake an exhaustive review of all such statutes in an opinion of this
Office, but generally speaking these will be the laws contained in Title 56 of the South Carolina
Code and similar local ordinances.
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